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Deferring Income
Income received in
advance of services to
be provided will generally
not be assessable until the
services are provided.
Taxpayers who provide
professional services may
consider, in consultation
with their clients, rendering
accounts after 30 June to
defer the income.
Consider whether the
requirements to be classified
as a small business entity are
satisfied to access various
tax concessions such as the
simpler depreciation rules
and the simpler trading stock
rules.
Individuals operating
personal services businesses
should ensure that they
satisfy the relevant test to be
excluded from the Personal
Services Income regime or

Did you know??
Did you know that South
American and European
countries have won the
World Cup 9 times and
9 times respectively.
There has been no other
continent which has
produced a World Cup
Champion.

seek a determination from
the Commissioner.
Maximising Deductions
Business taxpayers
Debtors should be reviewed
prior to 30 June to identify
and to write off any bad
debts.
Review the asset register to
identify any low-cost and/
or low-value assets that
may be pooled to access
an accelerated rate of
depreciation.
Write off any depreciating
assets which are no longer
being held for use because
a deduction may be
available.
Review trading stock for
obsolete stock for which a
deduction is available.
Employees’ superannuation
contributions should be paid
before 30 June to obtain a
deduction and to avoid the
Superannuation Guarantee
Charge.
A one-off bonus deduction
for new investment in
tangible depreciating
assets purchased between
13 December 2008 and
31 December 2009 may
be available. The bonus
deduction is in addition to
the depreciation deductions
available to taxpayers.

incurred by individuals with
an adjusted taxable income
of $250,000 or more from
non-commercial business
activities will be quarantined
even if they satisfy the four
commerciality tests.
Non-business taxpayers
Investors should consider
prepaying interest on margin
loans to obtain a deduction.
Outgoings incurred for
managed investment
schemes may be deductible
following a Full Federal Court
decision.
A recent decision of the
Full Federal Court held that
a taxpayer deriving Youth
Allowance was allowed a
deduction for various selfeducation expenses. (The
Commissioner has sought
special leave to appeal to
the High Court against the
decision)
Assets costing $300 or
less may qualify for an
immediate deduction
subject to certain
conditions.
A deduction for personal
superannuation contribution
is available where the 10%
rule is satisfied.

From 1 July 2009, losses
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Capital Gains Tax
Consider deferring the
disposal of shortly-held
assets to access the CGT
discount, where available.
Individual taxpayers can
consider contributing some
or all of capital gain to
their superannuation fund
because a deduction
may be available for
personal superannuation
contributions.
Consider whether a rollover
relief is available to defer
any capital gains.
Consider the availability
of the small business CGT
concessions which can
disregard, reduce or defer a
capital gain arising from the
disposal of an asset which
has been used by an entity
in the course of carrying on
its business.
Companies
The franking percentage for
distributions to shareholders
should be the same for each
franking period to avoid a
franking deficit tax.
A private company has
four months after the end
of the income year to
provide its shareholders with
a distribution statement for
dividends paid.
Loans, payments and

debt forgiveness by
private companies to their
shareholders and associates
should be repaid by the
earlier of the due date for
lodgment of the company’s
return for the year or the
actual lodgment date.
Alternatively, appropriate
loan agreements should be
in place.
Trusts
A minor (ie aged under 18)
can receive up to $3,000 in
non-taxable distribution for
the 2009/10 income year.
If a company is owned
by a discretionary trust,
consider whether a family
trust election (FTE) is needed
to ensure any losses or
bad debts incurred by the
company will be deductible.
If shares are owned by a
discretionary trust, consider
the necessity for the trustee
to make a FTE to ensure any
franking credits attached
to the dividends will not be
‘wasted’.
If a FTE has been previously
made, avoid distributing
outside the family group
to avoid the family trust
distributions tax.
A recent High Court case
confirmed that it is correct
to apply the proportionate
approach if the net income
of a trust for tax purposes
exceeds its accounting

income.
The Court also affirmed that
the trustee can distribute
capital gains as income of
the trust for tax purposes if
the trust deed permits it.
Avoid retaining income in a
trust because the income
may be taxed at 46.5%.
Superannuation
A re-contribution strategy
may produce tax benefits
for taxpayers under age 60.
Low-income earners
(including self-employed
persons) should consider
making a personal
superannuation contribution
to qualify for the
government superannuation
co-contribution payment.
The concessional
contributions cap for the
2009/10 has been reduced
to $25,000 or $50,000 if over
50 years of age.
For the 2009/10 income year,
pensioners have the option
to draw half of the year’s
minimum required pension
amount.
From 1 July 2009, a person’s
‘reportable superannuation
contributions’ is included
in their ‘adjusted
income’ when
determining their
eligibility for
various
tax
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offsets and social security
benefits, such as the, the
pensioner tax offset, senior
Australians tax offset, and
the spouse superannuation
tax offset.
From the 2009/10 income
year, a spouse also includes
a same sex partner where
they live together on a
genuine domestic basis in
a relationship as a couple,
or a partner (whether of the
opposite or same sex) where
the relationship is registered
under a State or Territory law.
Developments Since
1 July 2009
Taxpayers should note recent
tax law changes, which
include:
the foreign employment
income derived by Australian
resident individuals is not
exempted from income
tax, except in specified
circumstances;
the availability of an optional
CGT roll-over for the transfer
of assets between ‘fixed
trusts’ and thus deferring
the making of any capital
gain or loss in respect of the
transfer; and
the changes to the tax
treatment of employee share
schemes (ESS), eg the $1,000
discount for upfront taxation
of an ESS interest is only
available if an individual’s
adjusted income is less than
$180,000.

Information information
information.......
Sounds a little like a reality
television show, but in today’s
ever changing business world, the
need for up to date information
in the form of a useful reporting
tool, is becoming the difference
between success and failure!!
We have found that clients are
looking for information in different
formats to the conventional
Profit & Loss and Balance Sheets
that we currently provide. Sure,
we still need to provide these
documents to fulfil the statutory
requirements, but when you are
working at the coal face in your
business, there are certain reports
that will be more useful to you
than others.
As a result of this demand, we
have looked into even more
useful reporting tools, based on
the MYOB data processed for
our clients. Therefore, as long as
the quality of the data entered
into MYOB is of a high quality,
then the quality of the reports
generated will be guaranteed to
help you measure and reach your
business objectives. These reports
are designed to provide a snap
shot of the company data, from
month to month, or even, year to
year, which then will appear in a
“Dashboard” environment. But,
these extra reports will only be as
efficient and user friendly as the
data provided by you, our client.

What is a Dashboard and why
do they call it that? I guess it’s
called a dashboard because you
drive your business from there.
Basically, the data is presented
numerically across a series of
sheets, but the Dashboard
encapsulates the data into useful
graphs showing trends in the
business performance. (See the
example below of one of the
reports that would appear in your
dashboard)
Some dashboards have KPI’s that
allow you to vary the results by
making assumptions. For instance,
What if interest rates increase? Or,
how will 2 less employees benefit
me in costs reductions? A very
powerful tool I am sure you would
agree in these very testing times
for small business.
Most small business owners have
tried to do something along
these lines at some time in their
businesses, but quickly lose
interest in the reporting because
of the difficulty in sourcing the
information manually. We want
our clients to review data in a
more visual way, than just turning
through pages of numbers in a
profit and loss report, and as the
saying goes, “a Picture certainly
does paint a 1000 words”.
Remember information
is knowledge.
Happy reporting!
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